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Continuum Models of Ductile Fracture: A Review
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ABSTRACT: The past 20 years have seen substantial work on the modeling of ductile damage and fracture. Several factors explain this interest. (i) There is a growing demand to provide tools which allow to increase the efficiency of structures (reduce weight, increase service temperature or load, etc.) while keeping or increasing safety. This goal is indeed first achieved by using better materials but also by improving design tools. Better tools have been provided which consist (ii) of material constitutive equations integrating a physically-based description of damage processes and (iii) of better numerical tools which allow to use the improved constitutive equations in structural computations which become more and more realistic. This article reviews the material constitutive equations and computational tools, which have been recently developed to simulate ductile rupture.
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INTRODUCTION

PREDICTIVE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS of ductile fracture may be of great interest in industrial situations for which full-scale experimental approaches are either too costly or even impracticable. This is the case of ductile tearing of gas pipelines over several hundred meters, of crack propagation in large nuclear vessels or of ductile tearing of aircraft fuselage. For such applications, simulations should predict crack paths, stability, stress states, etc. Several techniques may be used to achieve these objectives.

The approach based on Rice (1968) J-integral is widely used for industrial applications but suffers from various limitations: (i) It can only deal with preexisting cracks and cannot be applied to model crack initiation and propagation from a notch. (ii) It is not a material intrinsic property as it strongly depends on specimen geometry as experimentally shown in Sumpter and
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Forbes (1992) and Sumpter (1993) using single edge notch bending (SENB) specimens and center crack panels (CCP). This as led to the introduction of the $J-Q$ two parameters approach (O’Dowd and Shih, 1991, 1992). (iii) It can hardly be applied to complex geometries such as welds. In the case of welds, the $J-Q$ description of fracture proposed by O’Dowd and Shih, (1991) was extended to account for plastic mismatch between materials (Zhang et al., 1996, 1997). It was also proposed to compute local crack tip values for both $J$ and $Q$ (Kim et al., 1997, 1999). Approaches using critical crack top opening displacement (CTOD) or crack tip opening angle (CTOA) suffer from the same limitations (Dawicke et al., 1997; James and Newman, 2003; Mahmoud and Lease, 2003).

The limitations of the previous approach (so called ‘Global Approach’) have led to the development of more physically-based descriptions of fracture which belong to the ‘Local Approach to Fracture’ (Pineau, 1980; Berdin et al., 2004; Pineau, 2006). The approach is referred to as ‘local’ as a detailed and physically-based description of damage phenomena is used to represent the rupture process zone. Within this framework, damage and rupture can be represented on a surface (cohesive zone model) or in the volume (continuum damage mechanics). Both methods can be implemented in the finite element (FE) method.

The first approach is mainly limited to predefined known crack paths (Roychowdhury and Dodds Jr, 2002; Cornece et al., 2003) because they exhibit strong mesh dependency and over-estimate cracked areas if inserted between each volume element in a FE mesh (Scheider and Brocks, 2003). The model can clearly not account for diffuse ductile damage which occurs in metals before damage localization within a thin band. A nonpredefined crack path could possibly be modeled using advanced numerical techniques such as X-FEM (Sukumar et al., 2000) based on the partition of unity method and coupled with a cohesive zone model (Moes and Belytschko, 2002). Applications of this methodology are still limited to elastic solids (i.e., fatigue or brittle rupture) or small-scale yielding conditions.

Within the local approach, the second description of damage is based on a volume representation of degradation phenomena. This method is based on constitutive equations coupling plasticity and damage at the material point level so that the materials models are often referred to as ‘Continuum Damage Mechanics’ (CDM). Such models are reviewed in the following after a brief description of physical damage mechanisms leading to ductile rupture. Micromechanical models or descriptions are then presented; such approaches are used to derive semi-empirical constitutive equations which can be used in FE softwares and which can account for the three main stages of ductile rupture. A more phenomenological approach is then presented. Both approaches

---

1The term Local Approach to Fracture was first proposed by Pineau (1980) to describe this methodology.
are compared. As damage growth leads to a strong decrease of the load bearing capacity (softening), FE simulations carried out with CDM models are prone to strain and damage localization so that results are not robust and strongly mesh size dependent. Some solutions to this problem are also reviewed. Some information is given about numerical techniques needed to perform simulation of ductile rupture. The conclusion focuses on the flat to slant fracture transition in thin sheets as this phenomenon is only partly understood and simulated and epitomizes most of the difficulties currently encountered in the domain of modeling and simulation of ductile fracture.

PHYSICAL PROCESSES OF DUCTILE RUPTURE

Ductile fracture can be described as a three stages process (see review in Garrison and Moody, 1987). Voids are first initiated at material defects (mostly inclusions). Note that voids may also preexist in the material. Due to large plastic deformation, these voids then grow in particular in situations where the stress triaxiality is large. When voids are large enough they tend to coalesce to form microcracks and eventually a macroscopic crack that leads to macroscopic failure. Figure 1 gives several examples of ductile rupture for one aluminum alloy (2000 series) and various steels. Void initiating particles are coarse intermetallic particles containing Fe and Si (2024 aluminum alloy), elongated (X52 steel) or spherical (A508 steel) manganese sulfides (MnS), spherical CaS particles (X100 steel). These examples are ideal cases where only one inclusion type (in general the coarser ones) is at the origin of fracture. This situation prevails at high stress triaxialities. However, engineering alloys always contain several inclusion populations corresponding to different length scales. At low stress triaxialities, void nucleation in narrow bands of secondary voids is often observed. This failure mechanism is often referred to as ‘void sheeting’ (Garrison and Moody, 1987). Examples are given in Figure 2 for the 2024 aluminum alloy and the X100 steel which were used to illustrate primary cavity growth. In the first case (Figure 2(a)), dispersoids containing Zr, Mn, or Cr are sites for secondary nucleation. In the second case (Figure 2(b)), Fe₃C carbides can initiate secondary voids.

Observation and quantification of these processes can help developing relevant models and fitting model parameters required to perform structural simulations. Observations have, for a long time, been limited to studies of fracture surfaces and of polished cross sections of broken or damaged specimens. The recent development of X-ray tomography (see e.g., Maire et al., 2001; Morgeneyer et al., 2008) now allows the direct observation of bulk damage processes. Using this technique, error on damage quantification induced by

---

5The stress triaxiality ratio is defined as: \( \tau = \frac{1}{3} \sigma_{kk} / \sigma_{eq} \) where \( \sigma_{kk} \) is the trace of the stress tensor and \( \sigma_{eq} \) the von Mises equivalent stress.
Figure 1. Examples of ductile failure by internal necking on voids initiated at primary inclusions. (a) Al 2024 (Bron, 2004): voids are initiated on coarse intermetallic particles containing Fe and Si. (b) A508 steel (Tanguy, 2001) formation of a macroscopic crack by void coalescence in a notched bar. (c) X52 steel (Benzerga, 2000): voids are initiated on manganese sulfides (MnS). The photograph of a cross section of the material shows the coalescence of two voids by internal necking. (d) X100 steel (Luu, 2006): voids are initiated on spherical CaS inclusions shown by arrows.

Figure 2. Examples of ductile failure involving two populations of cavities. (a) Al 2024 (Bron, 2004) secondary voids are nucleated on dispersoid particles having a typical size between 0.05 and 0.5μm. These particles contain Zr, Mn, or Cr. (b) X100 steel (Luu, 2006): secondary voids are nucleated on Fe₃C carbides.
surface preparation can be avoided (Babout et al., 2001) and direct 3D information of damage (e.g., void/crack shapes) can be gathered (Figure 3).

**MICROMECHANICAL MODELING**

**Analytical Models for Void Growth**

The first micromechanical models for the development of ductile damage by McClintock (1968) and Rice and Tracey (1969) described the growth of isolated cylindrical or spherical voids in a rigid perfectly plastic matrix. Both studies outlined the combined role of stress triaxiality and plastic strain on ductile void growth. In the case of a spherical void (which is the more realistic one), the rate of variation of the void radius $R$ can be expressed (Rice and Tracey, 1969) for high stress triaxiality as:

$$\frac{\dot{R}}{R} = \alpha \exp \left( \frac{3 \sigma_m}{2 \sigma_0} \right) \dot{\varepsilon}_{eq}$$

where $\alpha$ is a numerical factor, $\varepsilon_{eq}$ the von Mises equivalent strain and $\sigma_0$ the matrix yield stress. The initially proposed value for $\alpha$ (0.283) was modified by Huang (1991) to achieve a greater accuracy. The void growth model was also extended to account for strain hardening effects (Budianski et al., 1982; Becker et al., 1989). The Rice & Tracey model for void growth has led to the definition of a simple rupture criterion stating that fracture occurs when the normalized void radius has reached a critical value:

$$(R/R_0) = (R/R_0)_c$$

where $R_0$ is the initial void radius. $(R/R_0)$ is computed integrating Equation (1) while $(R/R_0)_c$ is a material-dependent parameter defining the critical value for void growth (Marini et al., 1985).
The previous analysis does not take into account the interaction between voids and the effect of void growth on material behavior (i.e., softening). This problem was first addressed by Gurson (1977) in an upper bound analysis of a finite sphere containing a spherical void in the case of a rigid perfectly plastic matrix. Damage is represented by the void volume fraction (or porosity), \( f \), which here corresponds to the ratio of the volume of the void over the volume of the outer sphere. The result is the definition of a plastic yield surface which takes into account the porosity:

\[
\Phi = \frac{\sigma_{\text{eq}}^2}{\sigma_0^2} + 2f \cosh \left( \frac{1}{2} \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{\sigma_0} \right) - 1 - f^2
\]

(3)

where \( \sigma_{kk} \) is the trace of the stress tensor and \( \sigma_{\text{eq}} \) the von Mises equivalent stress. The voided material yields under pure pressure (\( \sigma_{\text{eq}} = 0 \)) provided \( f > 0 \). Failure occurs when the zero stress tensor matches the yield condition; in that case \( f = 1 \). This implies that the material is made only of voids, which represents an optimistic prediction of failure! The derivation of the yield criterion made by Gurson implies that the normality rule applies to determine the plastic strain rate tensor, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_p \). The evolution of the porosity is then obtained applying mass conservation, so that:

\[
\dot{f} = (1 - f) \text{tr} \dot{\varepsilon}_p
\]

(4)

It is important to note here that the evolution law for the damage variable is entirely determined by the definition of the yield surface. More recently a Gurson-type analysis was proposed by Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994) to deal with axisymmetric prolate or oblate ellipsoidal cavities. Due to axisymmetry their shape is represented by a single shape factor, \( S \), for which evolution laws are provided. The case of spherical voids in a matrix obeying the Hill (1950) yield criterion is treated in Benzerga and Besson, (2001). An expression coupling void shape and plastic anisotropy has been proposed by Monchiet et al. (2006, 2008). Other analytical expressions for the yield surface have been derived based on variational bounds in Michel and Suquet (1992) and Bonnenfant et al. (1998). They lead to a quadratic expression of the yield surface (see the following section).

**Unit Cell Modeling of Void Growth**

Analytical methods rely on simplifying assumptions in particular if closed-form solutions are searched. More accurate results may be obtained using numerical methods such as the FE method (Koplik and Needleman, 1988) or fast Fourier transform (Michel et al., 2001). These results can be
used (i) to verify analytical solutions, (ii) to tune phenomenological models derived from these solutions, or (iii) to get a better understanding of damage processes. A useful configuration is provided by a meshed 3D box containing a single void of any kind of shape on which periodic boundary conditions are enforced. This generic situation is often simplified by considering a cylinder which has been shown to be representative of a 3D cell based on hexagonal symmetry (Kuna and Sun, 1996; Worswick and Pick, 1990). Examples of computational cell (referred to as unit cell) are given on Figure 4. Calculations are performed with either prescribed mean stresses or mean deformations. Prescribed stresses allow to control the mean stress triaxiality ratio and are often preferred. In that case, a Riks (1979) control method must be used to allow for decreasing stresses as void growth tends to weaken the unit cell. With increasing computational capabilities, it is now possible to represent cells containing several voids and to study the effect of clustering (Thomson et al., 2003; Bandstra and Koss, 2008).

Void Nucleation

The study of void nucleation using micromechanical modeling is much more limited than the study of void growth. This is due to intrinsic difficulties of the topic which requires to introduce specific material properties for the inclusions and in some cases for the inclusion/matrix interfaces. Depending on the particle size, modeling must either consider strain and stresses at the dislocation scale (small particles) or at the continuum mechanics scale (large particles). Inclusions are often considered as being purely elastic and brittle. Evaluation of stresses in the inclusion or at the matrix/inclusion interface can be used to derive nucleation criteria by particle cracking or interface decohesion. Cracking occurs if enough elastic

Figure 4. 2D and 3D unit cells for the evaluation of void growth models.
energy can be released to create a new surface and if local stresses are higher than a material dependant critical value, $\sigma_c$. Goods and Brown (1979) showed that the energetic criterion is easily met provided particles are not too small. The analysis leads to an expression for the critical nucleation strain which is expressed as a function of the particle radius, the critical stress $\sigma_c$, the particle volume fraction and the macroscopic mean stress. The stress dependence is similar to that proposed by Argon et al. (1975). The nucleation strain varies linearly with particle size; this is due to the fact that the interfacial stress decreases as the particle size increases (Goods and Brown, 1979). An opposite trend is obtained if one considers that the critical fracture stress, $\sigma_{cr}$, decreases with particle radius due to a size effect commonly observed in brittle materials. The effect of the particle volume fraction is related to the strengthening effect of the particles on the flow stress of the material. It remains relatively small for usual values of the volume fraction.

At the continuum mechanics scale, strains and stresses can be evaluated using simplified analytical models or FE simulations of representative microstructures. Based on the results by Berveiller and Zaoui (1978), Beremin (1981) computed the maximal principal stress within the inclusion as:

$$\sigma_1^i = \sigma_1 + 2\mu^p \kappa \varepsilon_{eq}^p$$

(5)

where $\sigma_1$ is the macroscopic maximal principal stress, $\varepsilon_{eq}^p$ the macroscopic von Mises plastic strain, $\mu^p$ the plastic secant or tangent shear modulus of the matrix. $\kappa$ is a geometrical factor depending on the inclusion shape. The previous formula can be rewritten as:

$$\sigma_1^i = \sigma_1 + \beta \kappa (\sigma_{eq} - \sigma_0)$$

(6)

where $\sigma_{eq}$ is the macroscopic von Mises stress and $\sigma_0$ the material macroscopic yield strength. $\beta$ is a numerical factor which accounts for local matrix hardening. Nucleation is assumed to occur when $\sigma_1^i$ reaches a critical value. Note, although this aspect does not seem to have been addressed, that the critical stress for nucleation must be distributed to represent the experimentally observed nucleation kinetics. The previous analysis, as it is based on the Eshelby (1957) problem, assumes that stresses are homogeneous within the inclusion so that it is impossible to distinguish particle cracking and interface decohesion. Due to the nonlinear behavior of the matrix, the stress field is nonhomogeneous within the inclusion and the maximal stress normal to the interface is lower than the maximal principal stress within the particle, so that particle fracture and particle decohesion do
not exactly follow the same criterion. FE simulations (see, e.g., Lee and Mear, 1999) must be used to capture these effects. More detailed simulations can be performed including particle damage (Steglich and Brocks, 1997; Steglich et al., 1999 or interface decohesion using cohesive zone models (Needleman, 1987, 1990; Segurado and Llorca, 2004).

**Void Coalescence**

As mentioned above, void coalescence may occur though: (i) void sheeting in which ‘shear’ bands are formed and (ii) internal necking (also referred to as void impingement). The first mechanism is often associated with the formation of secondary voids on very small particles. The first micromechanical analysis of void coalescence was proposed by Brown and Embury (1973). Coalescence is described, in this study, as the formation of 45° micro-shear bands connecting two voids (i.e., void sheet mechanisms). The 45° band can be formed when the distance between voids is approximately equal to their height. Coalescence by internal necking was described by Thomason (1968, 1985a,b, 1990) based on a limit-load analysis of the ligament between voids. The model is described below. Finally, unit cell calculations can be used to study void coalescence, and for instance, to determine values of porosity at the onset of coalescence (Zhang et al., 2000).

**MICROMECHANICS-BASED CONSTITUTIVE MODELS**

**Generic Formulation of the Models**

Models derived from rigorous micromechanical analyses (e.g., the Gurson (1977) model) have been used to develop semi-empirical extensions relying on phenomenological descriptions of the different damage processes (i.e. nucleation, growth, and coalescence). In this section, a generic presentation of these micromechanics-based models is given (Besson and GuillemerNeel, 2003; Besson et al., 2001c):

It is first assumed that the material has an elastic behavior so that the strain rate tensor can be expressed as the sum of an elastic part ($\dot{\varepsilon}_e$) and a (visco)plastic part ($\dot{\varepsilon}_p$):

$$\dot{\varepsilon} = \dot{\varepsilon}_e + \dot{\varepsilon}_p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

It is worth remembering that micromechanical analyses assume that the material is rigid-(visco)plastic. Stresses are then obtained using Hooke’s law as: $\sigma = E : \varepsilon$ where $E$ is the elasticity fourth order tensor.$^3$

$^3$E can be expressed as a function of damage although this dependence is often neglected.
The effect of porosity on plastic behavior is represented by the definition of an effective scalar stress \( \sigma_* \) which is expressed as a function of the applied macroscopic stress tensor, the void volume fraction, and possibly void shape and void spacing. \( \sigma_* \) is assumed to be a homogeneous positive function of degree 1 of \( \sigma \). To reflect the damaging effect of porosity, it is desirable that the effective stress should increase with \( f \) for a given stress state so that:

\[
\sigma_*(\sigma, f_1) < \sigma_*(\sigma, f_2) \text{ if } f_1 < f_2 \text{ where } f_1 \text{ and } f_2 \text{ are two porosity levels.}
\]

\( \sigma_* \) is interpreted as an effective matrix stress. The yield function is then expressed as

\[
\Phi = \sigma_* - R
\]  

where \( R \) represents the isotropic strain hardening of the matrix material. In the case of plastic materials, plastic flow occurs for \( \Phi = 0 \) and \( \Phi > 0 \). For viscoplastic materials, flow occurs for \( \Phi > 0 \). Applying the normality rule (which is known to be valid, based on the micromechanical analyses, provided it applies also to the matrix material), the plastic strain rate tensor is expressed as:

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_p = \mu \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \sigma}
\]  

where \( \mu \) is the plastic multiplier. One then assumes that isotropic hardening is described by a scalar variable \( p \) which is interpreted as the plastic deformation of the matrix material so that (Shima and Oyane, 1976):

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_p : \sigma = (1 - f)\dot{p}\sigma_*
\]  

which expresses that the macroscopic plastic work (left-hand side) is equal to the microscopic plastic work (right-hand side). The factor \( 1 - f \) corresponds to the fact that part of the macroscopic volume corresponds to pores in which plastic work is null. Using the hypothesis that \( \sigma_* \) is a homogeneous function of degree 1, one gets: \( \dot{\varepsilon}_p : \sigma = \mu \sigma_* \) (Euler’s Lemma) so that \( \dot{\mu} = (1 - f)\dot{p} \). The plastic strain rate tensor is finally expressed as:

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_p = (1 - f)\dot{p}\frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial \sigma}
\]  

As previously stated, the evolution of the porosity is given by mass conservation so that:

\[
\dot{f}_g = (1 - f)\text{tr}\dot{\varepsilon}_p
\]  

where \( f_g \) represents the change in porosity due to void growth.
Void nucleation is introduced on a purely phenomenological basis. The nucleation rate is expressed as:

$$\dot{f}_n = A_n \dot{p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $A_n$ is the strain rate controlled nucleation rate. It may depend on several parameters such as the plastic strain $p$, the porosity $f$ but also the stress state. Stress controlled nucleation has also been proposed by Tvergaard (1990) but is not often used. The total porosity change rate is given by:

$$\dot{f} = \dot{f}_K + \dot{f}_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The ‘Gurson—Tvergaard–Needleman’ Model

Following the work of Gurson (1977), it was soon recognized that the proposed yield surface was unable to represent fracture and coalescence. In addition, unit cell simulations showed that void growth rates were not accurately predicted. Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) then proposed to modify the expression of the original yield surface to be able to represent actual experiments as:

$$\Phi = \frac{\sigma_{eq}^2}{R^2} + 2q_1 f_* \cosh \left( \frac{1}{2} q_2 \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{R} \right) - 1 - q_2^2 f_*^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

This model is often referred to as the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model. It introduces several new parameters: $q_1$, $q_2$ and $f_*$. $q_1$ and $q_2$ allow to more accurately describe void growth kinetics observed in unit cell computations. Based on early calculations (Koplik and Needleman, 1988) the values $q_1 = 1.5$ or $q_1 = 1.25$ and $q_2 = 1.0$ are often used. More recently, Faleskog et al. (1998) have shown that these parameters depend on the plastic hardening exponent and on the ratio of the yield stress over the Young’s modulus. $f_*$ (which may be interpreted as an effective porosity) is a function of the actual porosity $f$. It was introduced to model coalescence in a rather crude but efficient way. It is assumed that when a critical porosity is reached, damage increase is faster due to coalescence. To represent this trend, the $f_*$ function is written as:

$$f_* = \begin{cases} 
  f & \text{if } f \leq f_c \\
  f_c + \left( \frac{1}{q_1} - f_c \right) \frac{f - f_c}{f_R - f_c} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
Rupture occurs when \( f_c = 1/q_1 \). The fracture porosity \( f_R \) can be freely chosen. Although this particular form for \( f_c \) is very often used, any other function could be suitable. Note that using low values for \( f_c \) and \( f_R \) can lead to convergence problems using the FE method. \( f_c \) can be determined from unit cell calculations (Zhang et al., 2000).

A specific form for the nucleation rate \( A_n \) proposed by Chu and Needleman (1980) is often associated with the GTN model. It is expressed as a Gaussian function:

\[
A_n = \frac{f_N}{s_N \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{p - \varepsilon_N}{s_N} \right)^2 \right)
\]  

(17)

This law introduces three material parameters. \( f_N \): the volume fraction of inclusions at which damage can be nucleated; \( \varepsilon_N \): the strain for which 50% of the inclusions are broken; \( s_N \): the standard deviation on the nucleation strain. In their numerical study, Chu and Needleman (1980) have used the following values: \( \varepsilon_N = 0.3, s_N = 0.1 \). This means that for \( p = 0.3 \), half of the inclusions are broken and for \( p = 0.5 \), 98% of the inclusions are broken. Many authors have used these values without any microstructural justifications although the nucleation rate undoubtedly depends on the type of material, its chemical composition and thermal treatments, etc. It is clear that many other forms (in particular based on experimental measurements of damage initiation) for \( A_n \) can be chosen (see, e.g., (Zhang et al., 2000; Besson et al., 2000; Prat et al., 1998).

The GTN model can be made consistent with the generic framework presented above by defining the effective stress \( \sigma_* \) by the following implicit equation:

\[
\frac{\sigma_{\text{eq}}^2}{\sigma_*^2} + 2q_1 f_* \cosh \left( \frac{1}{2} q_2 \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{\sigma_*} \right) - 1 - q_2^2 f_*^2 \equiv 0.
\]  

(18)

This equation is solved (Newton–Raphson algorithm) with respect to \( \sigma_* \) for given values of \( f \) and \( \sigma \).

**Elliptic Models**

In the case of so called elliptic models, the effective stress is explicitly given by:

\[
\sigma_* = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2} \frac{\mathbf{M}}{\sigma}}
\]  

(19)

\[\text{the volume fraction that can be nucleated is indeed equal; to } f_N \text{ whereas } f_N \text{ is exactly given by } \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} A_n dp \text{ if } s_N \text{ is small enough with respect to } \varepsilon_N \text{ (which is positive), both integrals are approximately equal so that } f_N \text{ corresponds to the volume fraction of inclusion at which damage can be nucleated.}\]
where $M$ is a fourth-order tensor. In the case of an isotropic material, this equation reduces to: $\sigma_s = \sqrt{a\sigma_{eq}^2 + b\sigma_{kk}^2}$ where $a$ and $b$ are scalar parameters functions of $f$. $M$ depends on the porosity so as to assure that the behavior of the undamaged material is retrieved for $f = 0$. This tensor may also depend on void shape parameters (Ponte-Castañeda and Zaidman, 1994).

The elliptic form for $\sigma^*$ was originally developed on a purely phenomenological basis (see, e.g., Green, 1972; Shima and Oyane, 1976; Abouaf et al., 1988) in order to introduce a pressure dependence in the expression of the yield surface. More recently, nonlinear estimates using homogenization techniques (Michel and Suquet, 1992; Ponte Castañeda and Suquet, 1998; Ponte-Castañeda and Zaidman, 1994) have led to the same kind of expression. The main drawback of elliptic models is that they predict a damage growth which varies linearly with stress triaxiality. This is true for linear viscous solids (Budianski et al., 1982) but obviously wrong for plastic materials for which the dependence is exponential following the Rice and Tracey (1969) or Gurson (1977) models. The model has been used to represent the behavior of highly porous materials such as metallic foams (Blazy et al., 2004).

An approximate model that coincides with the elliptic model for linear viscous solids and with the GTN model for plastic materials was proposed by Leblond et al. (1994). The effective stress is given by the following implicit equation (LPS model):

$$\frac{\sigma_{eq}^2}{\sigma_0^2} + q_1 f^* \kappa_M \left( \frac{1}{2} q_2 \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{\sigma_s} \right) - 1 - q_1 \frac{1 - M}{1 + M} f^{*2} = 0 \quad (20)$$

with

$$\kappa_M(x) = h_M(x) + \frac{1 - M}{1 + M h_M(x)} \quad \text{and} \quad h_M(x) = \left( 1 + M x^{1+M} \right)^{1/M} \quad (21)$$

where $M$ is the strain rate sensitivity.$^5$ Two limiting cases are of particular interest. For $M \to 0$ the GTN model is retrieved as: $\lim_{M \to 0} \kappa_M(x) = 2 \cosh(x)$. For $M \to 1$: $\kappa_M(x) = 1 + x^2$ so that Equation (20) corresponds to an elliptic model.

**Void Shape and Void Rotation**

One of the major limitations of the Gurson model is that it can only handle the growth of spherical voids remaining spherical (which is only approximately true at intermediate stress triaxialities around 1.5). For nonspherical voids or when stress triaxiality is low so that voids tend to

$^5$For an Norton like creep law expressed as $\dot{\epsilon} = \dot{\epsilon}_0 (\sigma_0 / \sigma)^n$, $M = 1/n$ where $\dot{\epsilon}_0$ and $\sigma_0$ are material parameters.
become elongated, it is possible to use values for \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) tuned on unit cell simulations corresponding to the actual microstructure. In order to better cope with these situations, Gologanu and coworkers (Gologanu et al., 1993, 1994, 1997) have completely reworked the analysis in the case of ellipsoidal voids. The derivation by Gologanu assumed an axisymmetric ellipsoidal void located inside a confocal matrix. Derivations are extremely tedious due to the rigorous character of the analysis. It leads to a closed form expression for the yield surface of both elongated (prolate) and flat (oblate) voids which are loaded axisymmetrically. This model (referred to as GLD in the following) was validated by comparison to cell calculations (Gologanu et al., 1997; Pardoen and Hutchinson, 2000).

As the model considers axisymmetric ellipsoidal voids, a single shape parameter \( S = R_z/R_x \), namely the cavity aspect ratio, is needed. \( R_z \) is the void size along the symmetry axis and \( R_x \) its size along the perpendicular directions, see Figure 5. The model is therefore limited to transversely isotropic porous plastic materials; it does not describe cavity rotation which occurs when the principal axes of deformation are not aligned with the cavity axes of symmetry so that the cavity is implicitly assumed to follow the rotation of the material. The model is formulated in terms of a Gurson-like plastic potential. The effective stress \( \sigma_* \) is then defined as:

\[
C \frac{||\sigma' + \eta \sigma h X||^2}{\sigma_*^2} + 2q_w(g + 1)(g + f) \cosh \left( \frac{\kappa \sigma h}{\sigma_*} \right) - (g + 1)^2 - q_w^2(g + f)^2 = 0
\]

(22)

Figure 5. Geometry of Thomason model \((S = R_z/R_x)\).
with:

\[
\sigma_h = a(\sigma_{xx} + \sigma_{yy}) + (1 - 2a)\sigma_{zz}.
\]  

(23)

\(\sigma'\) is the stress deviator, || \cdot || the von Mises norm. \(C, \eta, q_w, g, \kappa, \) and \(\alpha\) are function of the porosity and the cavity shape factor. \(X = \frac{1}{3} e_z \otimes e_z - \frac{1}{3} e_x \otimes e_x - \frac{1}{3} e_y \otimes e_y\) where \((e_x, e_y, e_z)\) is an orthogonal basis with \(e_z\) parallel to the cavity axis. Some remarks can be made on the previous equations: (i) for round cavities \((S = 1)\) Equation (22) is equivalent to Equation (18), (ii) for cylinders \((S \rightarrow +\infty)\), \(\alpha = \frac{1}{2}\) so that the stress along the cavity axis \(\sigma_{zz}\) does not influence void growth, (iii) the function \(g\) is equal to 0 for \(S > 1\) (elongated cavities); for flat cavities \((S < 1)\), \(g\) is greater than 0; in particular for penny-shaped cracks \((S \rightarrow 0\) and \(f = 0)\) \(g\) is equal to the porosity corresponding to round cavities having the same projected area as the penny-shape crack. The evolution of the shape factor is given by an additional differential equation:

\[
\frac{\dot{S}}{S} = H\dot{\varepsilon}_{zz}^p + K\dot{\varepsilon}_m^p
\]  

(24)

where \(\varepsilon_{zz}^p\) is component of the deviator of the strain rate tensor along the cavity axis and \(\dot{\varepsilon}_m^p\) the mean plastic deformation rate. \(H\) and \(K\) are parameters which depend on \(f, S\) and the stress triaxiality \(\tau\).

Models proposed in Ponte-Castañeda and Zaidman, (1994) and Kailasam and Ponte Castañeda (1998) for porous solids deal with 3D ellipsoidal pores and are not limited to axisymmetric cavities as in the case of the GLD model. The cavity mean deformation rate is obtained from the macroscopic plastic strain rate (elastic strains are assumed to remain small) using Eshelby (1957) theory with a Poisson’s ratio equal to 1/2 corresponding to the plastic incompressibility of the matrix. The evolution of the aspect ratios of the cavity are directly deduced from the cavity mean deformation rate. Using the Eshelby formalism also provides the cavity rotation rate (Kailasam et al., 2000; Aravas and Ponte Castañeda, 2004). As noted above this formalism is probably more suitable for linear viscous solids than for plastic solids. This problem was addressed by (Bordreuil et al., 2003; Maire et al., 2005) who described cavity rotation rate based on the representative theory developed by Wang (1970) for skew-symmetric tensor-valued functions. The model has adjustable parameters which can be fitted using unit cell calculations. It is shown that rotation rates for cavities in a linear viscous solid or in a plastic solid strongly differ.
Coalescence and Post-coalescence

The model of coalescence proposed by Thomason (1968, 1985a) assumes that coalescence initiates when the intervoid ligament reaches its plastic limit load. The model is derived using the axisymmetric unit cell depicted on Figure 5. The matrix material is assumed to be perfectly plastic (yield stress: \( \sigma_0 \)). The voided material is represented as a regular array of cells containing ellipsoidal voids. The model introduces the cell aspect ratio \( L_z/L_x \) as a new micromechanical parameter. Experimental observations (Figure 1, X52 steel) as well as unit cell calculations (Figure 4) prove the existence of the envisaged coalescence mechanism. The coalescence condition is obtained writing the mechanical equilibrium of the ligament (Figure 5):

\[
\pi(L_x^2 - R_x^2)C_f\sigma_0 = \pi L_x^2\sigma_{33}
\]

The force in the loading direction expressed in the ligament region (left-hand side) must be equal to the force applied on the cell boundary (right-hand side). The cavity induces a stress concentration in the ligament thus increasing the ligament stress triaxiality. The load-carrying capacity of the ligament is therefore increased. This effect is described by the plastic constraint factor \( C_f \) in the previous equation. In the case of the axisymmetric cell depicted in Figure 5, \( C_f \) can be derived using the upper-bound theorem for limit-load analysis. The following expression gives an empirical expression for \( C_f \) which is a close approximation of the upper-bound analysis (Thomason, 1985b):

\[
C_f = 0.1\left(\frac{L_x/R_x - 1}{S}\right)^2 + 1.2\sqrt{L_x/R_x}.
\]

Noting that \( \sigma_{33} = (\frac{2}{3} + \tau)\sigma_{eq} \) (\( \tau = \frac{1}{3}\sigma_{kk}/\sigma_{eq} \): macroscopic stress triaxiality ratio), the coalescence condition is expressed as:

\[
A_mC_f = \left(\frac{2}{3} + \tau\right)X(f, \tau) \quad \text{with} \quad A_m = 1 - \frac{R_x^2}{L_x^2}.
\]

\( X \) is defined as the ratio \( \sigma_{eq}/\sigma_0 < 1 \). The cell aspect ratio is related to the macroscopic deformation as:

\[
\frac{(L_z/L_x)}{(L_z/L_x)_0} = \exp\left(\frac{3}{2}\varepsilon_{zz}'\right)
\]
where \((L_z/L_x)_0\) is the initial cell aspect ratio. In addition, using mass conservation one gets:

\[
\frac{R_x}{L_x} = \left( \frac{3}{2} \frac{L_z}{L_x} \frac{R_x}{R_z} \right)^{1/3},
\]

(29)

Thomason’s criterion for coalescence is purely based on geometrical considerations and the evolution of the microstructural parameters \(f, S = R_z/R_x\) must be obtained using an appropriate model. This was initially done in Thomason (1985b) neglecting void growth and assuming the law of mixture to compute \(X\) (i.e., \(X = 1 - f\)); void shape changes were accounted for using Rice and Tracey (1969) equations for the evolution of size and shape for isolated voids. The major drawback of this approach is that it neglects damage growth and therefore overestimates \(X\). To overcome this drawback, it was proposed by Zhang and Niemi (1994, 1995b) to compute \(X\) and \(f\) using the Gurson model. Indeed, void shape change had to be neglected and pores were assumed to remain spherical. The model was used to compute the loading path dependent porosity at the onset of coalescence which is then used as \(f_c\) in the GTN model (Zhang et al., 2000).

Following the previous approach the GLD model was used to predict \(X, f\) and \(S\) which are used to model coalescence (Benzerga et al., 1999; Pardoen and Hutchinson, 2000, 2003). This simplified model is consistent with unit cell calculations. For a given porosity flat cavities or elongated cells tend to decrease the ductility; in this case, the initial ligament is smaller than in the case of round cavities and regular spacing so that internal necking is easier. On the other hand, elongated voids and flat cells delay coalescence. These trends are more pronounced at low stress triaxialities as high triaxialities tend to produce round porosities.

As noted above, it has been proposed by Zhang and Neimi (1995b) to use Thomason’s model of coalescence to derive the critical porosity \(f_c\) used in the GTN model. However, this does not account for the modification of the plastic flow direction which occurs after coalescence. Unit cell calculations (Koplik and Needleman, 1988; Brocks et al., 1995) indicate that the deformation rate is equal to zero in directions perpendicular to the principal deformation direction. This implies that the ratio \(\dot{\varepsilon}_m^p/\dot{\varepsilon}_eq^p\) is equal to \(\frac{1}{2}\) (\(\dot{\varepsilon}_eq^p\): von Mises equivalent plastic strain rate). This is not accounted for by the GTN model. In addition, stresses must be such that the coalescence condition is still fulfilled in the post-coalescence regime. Rewriting Equation (27) leads to the following expression for the effective stress:

\[
\sigma_{eq} + \frac{1}{2} |\sigma_{kk}| - \frac{3}{2} A_m C_f\sigma_* \equiv 0.
\]

(30)
The material is therefore assumed to remain isotropic. Applying the normality rule leads to \( \dot{\varepsilon}_m / \dot{\varepsilon}_{eq} = \frac{1}{2} \).

As noted by Pardoen and Hutchinson (2000), there are two modes of plastic deformation. The first one corresponds to diffuse plasticity and is described by the GTN model. The second one corresponds to localized plasticity during void coalescence. This implies that the yield surface is given by the intersection of two surfaces corresponding to each deformation mechanism. In their original work Pardoen and Hutchinson (2000) used the GLD model for the first surface; however any surface could be used (e.g., GTN model (Equation (18)) or LPS mode (Equation (20))). The situation where both surfaces intersect is described in Figure 6. At intersection points, the yield surface has a vertex and plastic flow may occur within the cone defined by the normals to each surface. Note that when porosity is low the Thomason yield surface does not intersect the GTN yield surface so that yielding is only defined by the latter.

The post-coalescence regime still requires the calculation of the microstructural parameters \( S \) and \( L_z / L_x \). Equation (28) is still valid but the rate equation for \( S \) must be modified to account for the new cell kinematics. Based on unit cell calculations, it is assumed that the top of the void moves at the same velocity as the top of the cell (i.e., \( \dot{R}_z = \dot{L}_z \)). One then gets:

\[
\frac{\dot{S}}{S} = \frac{9}{4} \frac{L_z}{R_z} \dot{\varepsilon}_{pp} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{L_x^2}{2\gamma R_x^3} \right)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is an adjustable parameter used to represent the fact that the cavity shape is no longer ellipsoidal after the onset of coalescence as evidenced in Figure 1 (X52 steel for which cavities have a ‘diamond’ shape).

**Figure 6.** Definition of the yield surface (thick line) as the intersection of the GTN yield surface (Equation (18)) and the Thomason yield surface (Equation (30)).
Other Models and Extensions

For the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning extensions of the presented models as well as other models.

PLASTIC ANISOTROPY

Many materials are plastically anisotropic due to the processing method (e.g., hot rolling). It is therefore useful to extend the damage models to account for this effect. On a purely phenomenological basis, the Gurson model, as other models, can be extended using an anisotropic stress measure, \( \sigma \), instead of the von Mises stress. For example, GTN effective stress is now defined implicitly by:

\[
\frac{\bar{\sigma}^2}{\sigma^2} + 2q_1 f \cosh\left(\frac{q_2 \sigma_{kk}}{2 \sigma^2}\right) - 1 - q_1 f^2 = 0
\]

where \( \bar{\sigma} \) is an anisotropic stress measure. Various expressions for \( \bar{\sigma} \) can be used. The Hill model (Hill, 1950) is often used (Doege et al., 1995; Rivalin et al., 2000; Grange et al., 2000b; Brunet and Morestin, 2001; Brunet et al., 2005) but more advanced models have been recently proposed to improve the representation of the yield surface (Barlat et al., 1991; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993; Bron and Besson, 2004). They can also be coupled with ductile damage models as in (Bron and Besson, 2006; Tanguy et al., 2008). The micromechanical Gurson-type analysis carried out by Benzerga and Besson (2001) shows that the previous equation can be rigorously derived in the case of Hill's criterion. Note that pores are assumed to remain spherical in this analysis.

KINEMATIC HARDENING

Modeling kinematic hardening is important in cases where loading is cyclic or nonproportional. Although the proposed extension can hardly be used in the case of fatigue (as fatigue micromechanisms do not correspond to those modeled by the Gurson approach), it may be useful to simulate the effect of a predeformation or of low cycle fatigue on the residual ductility. The mathematical representation of kinematic hardening will not be recalled here; it is discussed in Lemaitre and Chaboche (1990) and Chaboche (2008).

Several extensions of the Gurson model for kinematic hardening to porous media have been proposed in the literature (Mear and Hutchinson, 1985; Leblond et al., 1995; Arndt et al., 1997; Besson and Guillemer-Neel, 2003; Ristinmaa, 1997). However, applications to actual test specimens or structures are still lacking. Unit cell calculations have also been performed.
as a validation of the models. Comparisons of FE calculations using either isotropic or kinematic hardening and constant damage parameters show that kinematic hardening accelerates the occurrence of failure.

**VOID/PARTICLE INTERACTION**

The above-described models assume that once a void has nucleated, the particle which served as nucleation site does not influence void growth. This is true as long as stress triaxiality is high enough so that void deformation is not constrained by the particle. At very low stress triaxialities (e.g., under pure shear) voids tend to strongly elongate along the direction of maximum deformation while they tend to shrink in the other directions. Shrinkage of the cavity in directions perpendicular to the direction of maximum deformation can be prevented by a particle so that porosity increases more than in absence of the particle. The model proposed to represent these effects by Siruguet and Leblond (2004a,b) is based on the GLD model to account for void shape change and modified to account for void locking by inclusions. The model can be used to represent rupture under pure shear.

**PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSTITUTIVE MODELS**

Phenomenological constitutive models presented in this section are based on the work by Lemaitre (1985, 1996) which makes use of the early developments by Kachanov (1958). Many formulations slightly different from the one presented here are available in the literature. These models are often referred to as ‘Continuum Damage Mechanics’ (CDM) (Krajcinovic, 1996; Lemaitre, 1996). This terminology, however, appears improper as micromechanically based models also rely on a continuous description of damage. They are referred to as ‘phenomenological’ in this text as their development is essentially based on macroscopic considerations. Damage is represented by a scalar \( D \) or tensorial \( D, \overline{D} \) variable. Tensorial damage can either be related to material characteristic properties as in composites or to loading path. To cope with cyclic loading the model incorporates kinematic hardening in a much easier way than micromechanically based models. In addition damage closure under compression can also be accounted for. The specific model developed in this section and its various applications (including brittle fracture, creep, and fatigue) are fully developed in (Lemaitre, 1996; Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005). The models are written within a consistent thermodynamic framework (Germain et al., 1983) which, in particular, guarantees that dissipation is always positive. This property can also be demonstrated
for micromechanics-based models provided void nucleation is absent (Besson and Guillemer-Neel, 2003).

Model with Isotropic Damage

In this section the simplest version of the model is presented. It relies on four internal variables: the plastic strain tensor \( \varepsilon_p \), an isotropic hardening variable \( r \), a kinematic hardening variable \( \alpha \), and a scalar damage variable \( D \). The free energy is expressed as:

\[
\psi = (1 - D) \frac{1}{2} (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_p) : \varepsilon + G(r) + \frac{1}{3} C \alpha : \alpha
\]  

(33)

from which thermodynamic forces associated to each variable can be derived:

\[
\sigma = -\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \varepsilon_p} = (1 - D) \varepsilon : (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_p)
\]  

(34)

\[
Q = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} = G'(r)
\]  

(35)

\[
X = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \alpha} = \frac{2}{3} C \alpha
\]  

(36)

\[
Y = -\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial D} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_e : E : \varepsilon_e
\]  

(37)

The minus sign in Equation (34) and Equation (37) is used for convenience to obtain standard Hooke’s law between the elastic strain and the stress tensor and so that \( Y \geq 0 \). \( Y \) corresponds to a elastic strain energy release rate. Other modified versions are used by Saanouni (2006) or Castagne et al. (2003) in the context of metal forming applications. To determine plastic flow it is necessary to define a yield criterion and a dissipation potential. The yield criterion is defined as:

\[
\Phi = ||\tilde{\alpha} - X|| - \sigma_0 - Q
\]  

(38)

where \( ||\cdot|| \) denotes the von Mises norm. \( \tilde{\alpha} \) is the effective stress tensor defined as

\[
\tilde{\alpha} = \sigma/(1 - D)
\]  

(39)
which corresponds to the stress acting on a fictitious undamaged configuration. The dissipation potential is defined as: \[ \Psi = \Phi + F_X + F_D \]
where \( F_X \) is equal to:

\[ F_X = \frac{3\gamma}{4C} X : X \]  \hspace{1cm} (40)

for nonlinear kinematic hardening and \( F_X = 0 \) for linear kinematic hardening. The contribution to the dissipation potential corresponding to damage may be written as:

\[ F_D = \frac{S}{(1 + s)(1 - D)} \left( \frac{Y}{S} \right)^{1+s} \]  \hspace{1cm} (41)

but other forms for \( F_D \) may be used. In the previous equations, \( \gamma, C, s, \) and \( S \) are material parameters which need to be adjusted. The evolution rates of the state variables are given by the dissipation potential as:

\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_p = -\lambda \frac{\partial\Psi}{\partial(-\sigma)} = \frac{\lambda}{1 - D} \tilde{n} \]  \hspace{1cm} (42)

\[ \dot{r} = -\lambda \frac{\partial\Psi}{\partial Q} = \dot{\lambda} \]  \hspace{1cm} (43)

\[ \dot{\alpha} = -\lambda \frac{\partial\Psi}{\partial X} = \dot{\lambda} \left( \tilde{n} - \frac{3\gamma}{2C} X \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (44)

\[ \dot{D} = -\lambda \frac{\partial\Psi}{\partial(-Y)} = \dot{\lambda} \frac{\partial\Psi}{\partial Y} = \frac{\dot{\lambda}}{(1 - D)} \left( \frac{Y}{S} \right)^s \]  \hspace{1cm} (45)

where

\[ \tilde{n} = \frac{3}{2} \frac{\tilde{\sigma}' - X}{||\tilde{\sigma} - X||} \]  \hspace{1cm} (46)

Noting that \( \tilde{n} : \tilde{n} = 1 \) and \( \dot{r} = \dot{\lambda} \) one gets \( \dot{p} = \dot{r}/(1 - D) \) where \( \dot{p} \) is the von Mises equivalent plastic strain rate. The use of convex dissipation potential assures that the intrinsic dissipation, \( D \), is positive; it is expressed as: \( D = \sigma : \dot{\varepsilon}_p - Q\dot{r} - X : \alpha + Y\dot{D} \). Using Equations (42)–(45) it can be shown that: \( D \geq 0 \).

Using the previous evolution law for \( D \), damage starts to increase as soon as plasticity starts. It is possible to introduce damage thresholds based either on the cumulated plastic strain or on the stored energy to obtain a more realistic description of damage initiation (Lemaitre et al., 2000). A slightly
modified version of the model (the expression of \( F_D \) is modified) was used in Bonora, (1997) and Bonora and Milella (2001) to model ductile failure.

**Anisotropic Damage**

The extension of the previous model to damage anisotropy is not straightforward. The damage variable may be a fourth-order tensor (Chaboche, 1981; Krajcinovic, 1985; Tang et al., 1999; Armero and Oller, 2000; Hammi et al., 2004) or a second-order tensor (Cordebois and Sidoroff, 1982; Murakami, 1983; Chow and Wang, 1987, 1988a,b; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1999; Lemaitre et al., 2000), which is easier to handle. One of the earliest generalization of Lemaitre’s ductile damage model to anisotropic damage was done by Chow and Wang (1987) in a very consistent way. Following the work by Cordebois and Sidoroff (1982) and Lemaitre et al. (2000) in the case of a second-order tensor, the effective stress tensor is now defined as:

\[
\tilde{\sigma} = J : \left( H (J : a) H \right) + \frac{\sigma_{kk}/3}{1 - \eta D_{kk}/3} 1
\]  

(47)

where \( J \) is the fourth-order tensor such that \( J : a \) is equal to the deviator of \( a \). \( \eta \) is a model parameter and \( H \) is given as: \( H = (1 - D)^{-1/2} \). Based on this definition of the effective stress tensor, Equations (42)–(44) remain valid. The isotropic evolution law for \( D \) has to be generalized. It was proposed in Lemaitre et al. (2000) to express the damage rate as:

\[
\dot{D} = \left( \frac{Y}{S} \right) |\dot{\varepsilon}_p^s|
\]  

(48)

where \( Y \) is still given by: \( \frac{1}{2} E : \varepsilon \). Using this evolution law in uniaxial tension, damage in directions perpendicular to the loading direction is one half of the axial damage. However, in a biaxial tensile test, damage in the third direction is twice the damage in the tensile directions which is not realistic. The previous relation can be modified for instance using the positive part of \( \dot{\varepsilon}_p \) rather than its absolute value.

**Damage Closure**

Under cyclic or complex loading paths, microcracks and microvoids can close so that the material recovers, at least partially, its initial properties. To model this effect the strain energy release rate \( Y \) is modified in order to give a different treatment for tensile and compressive stress states.

---

*If \( F \) is a scalar valued function of a scalar, \( F(a) \) is computed as follows: (i) compute the eigenvalues of \( a \), (ii) apply \( F \) to each eigenvalue to build \( F(a) \) in the eigenframe, (iii) transport \( F(a) \) in the initial reference frame.*
The main difficulty is to recognize what is compression and what is tension in a multiaxial 3D stress state and to provide a continuous relation between the stress tensor and the elastic strain tensor. In the case of isotropic damage and isotropic elasticity (Young’s modulus: $E$; Poisson’s ratio: $\nu$), $Y$ is now defined as:

$$Y = \frac{1 + \nu}{2E} \left( \frac{\langle \sigma \rangle_+ : \langle \sigma \rangle_+}{(1 - D)^2} + h \frac{\langle \sigma \rangle_- : \langle \sigma \rangle_-}{(1 - hD)^2} \right)$$

$$- \frac{\nu}{E} \left( \frac{\text{tr}(\sigma)}{1 - D} \right)^2 + h \left( \frac{\text{tr}(\sigma)}{1 - hD} \right)^2$$

where $\langle \sigma \rangle_+$ (resp. $\langle \sigma \rangle_-$) represents the positive (resp. negative) part of tensor $\sigma$. Parameter $h \leq 1$ describes the effect of closure. For $h = 1$ there is no closure and the original model is recovered. For $h = 0$ damage growth is equal to zero under compression as $Y = 0$. Closure only affects elastic properties and damage kinetics. The yield condition is still written using Equation (38) so that damage still affects yielding when closure is active. The effect of closure on yielding could possibly be accounted for taking into account fricational sliding at the microcrack level as this is done in the case of quasi-brittle materials (see, e.g., Halm and Dragon, 1998). The possibility to extend the description of closure to anisotropic damage is presented in (Ju (1989); Chaboche (1993) and Halm and Dragon (1998)) for quasi-brittle materials and has been the subject of many developments for concrete and composites. In the context of ductile damage, these extensions were given in Lemaitre et al. (2000) and Desmorat and Cantournet (2008).

The Rousselier Model

The model proposed by Rousselier (1987, 2001) is based on the thermodynamical framework proposed in Lemaitre and Chaboche (1990) and introduces a damage variable as a state variable. However, the associated ‘thermodynamical’ force and the yield surface must be such that the damage evolution law corresponds to mass conservation (i.e., Equation (12)). The damage variable is consequently identified as the porosity and the yield surface is expressed as:

$$\Phi = \frac{\sigma_{eq}}{(1 - f)} + \sigma_1 f D \exp \left( \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{(1 - f)\sigma_1} \right) - R$$

$D$ and $\sigma_1$ are material parameters that need to be determined. Based on this definition, the previous equation cannot be used to define an effective stress
which would be a homogeneous function of $\sigma$ (Besson et al., 2001c) as in the case of the GTN model (Equation (15) is transformed into Equation (18)). At this point, it is interesting to outline some differences between the Gurson and Rousselier models. Under pure shear ($\sigma_{kk} = 0$), damage is still generated in the case of the Rousselier model whereas, in absence of nucleation, the Gurson model does not lead to damage growth. Under pure hydrostatic stress states ($\sigma_{eq} = 0$), the Rousselier yield surface has a vertex which implies that at high stress triaxiality ratios the plastic deformation tensor always keeps a nonzero shear component. Note that the models proposed in Fleck et al., (1992) for plastic metal powders or in Pastor et al., (2004) for voided solids have the same property and that the vertex is also deduced from Thomason analysis of coalescence (Figure 6). The model was recently extended to model damage in polycrystalline materials (Rousselier and Leclercq, 2006). In order to have a formulation for the Rousselier model compatible with the generic model formulation presented above while keeping the above-mentioned properties, the Rousselier model was extended in Tanguy and Besson (2002). The effective stress is then defined as:

$$\frac{\sigma_{eq}}{(1-f)\sigma_*} + \frac{2}{3} f D_R \exp \left( \frac{q_R}{2} \frac{\sigma_{kk}}{(1-f)\sigma_*} \right) - 1 \equiv 0$$

(51)

**COMMENTS ON BOTH TYPES OF MODELS**

In this section, the differences between micromechanical and phenomenological models are outlined.

**Volume Change**

Models based on the work by Kachanov (1958) and Lemaitre (1985) clearly do not represent plastic volume variation and consequently void growth as the yield condition uses the stress or effective stress deviator. An attempt has recently been made in (Hammi and Horstemeyer, 2007) to explicitly account for nucleation, growth and coalescence within the Lemaitre framework. The different mechanisms each contribute to damage evolution but the actual volume change is not represented. On the other hand, micromechanical models as well as the Rousselier model provide a straightforward description of volume change.

**Damage Nucleation**

Due to the absence of volume change, phenomenological models are essentially describing damage nucleation. Considering that volume change is
small, void growth can be treated using the Lemaitre formalism and model parameters can be tuned to mimic the stress state dependence obtained with the GTN model (Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005). The main advantage of the phenomenological models, as far as nucleation is concerned, is that they provide a consistent thermodynamical framework, which cannot be clearly established in the case of the GTN model including nucleation (Besson and Guillemer-Neel, 2003). It would be useful to combine the Lemaitre formalism for nucleation together with the GTN model for void growth. This has been attempted by Chaboche et al. (2006) in the case of an elliptic model. If void growth is prohibited in the case of a micromechanical model, nucleation damage can be linked to the variable $D$ used in CDM phenomenological approaches. For instance in the case of the GTN model for $q_2 = 0$ (or in the case of pure shear loading) Equation (18) reduces to $\sigma_s = \sigma_{eq}/(1 - q_1 f_s)$ so that $D$ can be identified to $q_1 f_s$.

**Effect of Damage on Elastic Behavior**

Coupling between damage and elastic behavior plays an important role in the Lemaitre phenomenological model in particular to derive the consistent thermodynamic framework and the driving force for damage growth. However, this model can be simplified by neglecting coupling between damage and elastic behavior. The effective stress tensor is still used to define the yield condition (Equation (38)) and an independent evolution law is used for the evolution of damage (see, e.g., Xue, 2007). In the case of the micromechanical models and of the Rousselier model, elastic properties may be written as function of damage but this dependence is very often neglected. Tests show that its effect on simulations is very limited.

**Strain Rate Sensitivity**

One assumes here that the matrix material is rate dependent and that the flow stress increases with increasing strain rates. In the case of the Lemaitre-type model, increasing strain rate leads to a higher damage rate as stresses and consequently the strain energy release rate, $Y$, increase (Equation (45)). A different dependence is obtained by adding the energy stored by hardening (Saanouni, 2006; Cherouat et al., 2002); in that case an increasing damage rate still results from an increase of strain rate.

Unit cell calculations performed using a rate-dependent matrix (Tanguy and Besson, 2002) showed that void growth is not affected by strain rate. The generic model presented above is consistent with these results which is not the case of the Lemaitre model or of the Rousselier model if one considers that $\sigma_1$ constant. In that case the ratio $\sigma_{kk}/\sigma_1$, which drives damage growth,
increases with increasing strain rate so that porosity increases faster. This trend can be corrected considering that $\sigma_1$ is strain rate dependent (Sainte Catherine et al., 2002) or using the modified Rousselier model proposed in Tanguy and Besson (2002).

Damage nucleation by particle cracking or decohesion is very likely to depend on the stress state. Based on micromechanical analysis of nucleation nucleation rate is likely to increase with increasing stresses and stress triaxiality (Guillemer-Neel et al., 2000a,b). This trend is consistent with the Lemaitre-type model; this confirms that this model is essentially representative of nucleation. The dependence of damage nucleation on stress state is often neglected using the GTN model although it can be accounted for using stress-controlled nucleation (Tvergaard, 1990) or stress triaxiality-dependent nucleation rate parameter $A_n$ (Gaffard et al., 2005). Once again, coupling the Lemaitre formalism for nucleation and the Gurson model for void growth could be interesting.

Miscellaneous Comments

Kinematic hardening is more easily introduced using the phenomenological models; it has been mainly used to model low cycle fatigue. It has been hardly used in the case of micromechanical models. However, accounting for this effect could be important to describe the effect of prestraining on ductility (Bao and Treitler, 2004; Enami, 2005).

Damage anisotropy described by the GLD model is limited to axisymmetric cavities and axisymmetric loading; proposed extensions to 3D cases (Pardoen and Hutchinson, 2000) should be used with care. The model proposed by Kailasam and Ponte Castañeda (1998) is not suitable for plastic materials but deals with the generic 3D cases. The description proposed by the phenomenological models is generic but most suitable for nucleation controlled anisotropy as noted above.

Damage closure is accounted for by micromechanical models as voids may grow but also shrink and closure corresponds to $f_g = 0$. Closure in presence of nucleation has not been addressed yet but care must be taken when integrating constitutive equations to assure that $f_g$ remains positive. The phenomenological models can deal with this problem although anisotropic damage closure remains a difficult topic.

STRAIN AND DAMAGE LOCALIZATION

Due to the strong softening character of the constitutive equations, development of damage leads to strain localization in the material. Conditions for the development of localized zones are presented in the
following for rate-independent solids and rate-dependant solids. The thickness of the localization band cannot be predicted by such approaches. This implies that FE simulations are strongly mesh size dependent and that reducing mesh size does not produce a converged solution.

**Bifurcation Analysis for Rate-independent Solids**

In the case of elastoplastic materials, the incremental constitutive equation can be expressed as:

\[
\dot{\sigma} = L_t : D
\]  

(52)

$L_t$ is the elastoplastic tangent matrix, $D$ the strain rate and $\dot{\sigma}$ the Jaumann derivative of the stress tensor. $L_t$ indeed depends on the set of constitutive equations and will not be explicitly derived here. Localization is assumed to occur in an infinite planar band characterized by its normal $\mathbf{n}$. Displacement is assumed to be discontinuous across this band. The direction of the displacement jump is referred to as $\mathbf{g}$ (Figure 7). Writing the continuity of displacements and the stress equilibrium, it can be shown (Rice, 1976, 1980) that the jump of the deformation tensor is proportional to:

\[
\frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{g} \otimes \mathbf{n} + \mathbf{n} \otimes \mathbf{g})
\]  

(53)

and that the condition for bifurcation is written as (Rice, 1980; Mear and Hutchinson, 1985):

\[
\exists \mathbf{n}, \quad \det(A_\iota(\mathbf{n})) = 0
\]  

(54)

![Figure 7. Geometry of the localization band.](image-url)
with:

\[ A_t(\hat{n}) = \hat{n} \cdot \bar{L}_a \hat{n} + \frac{1}{2} \left( (\hat{n} \cdot \sigma) \otimes \hat{n} - \hat{n} \otimes (\hat{n} \cdot \sigma) + (\hat{n} \cdot \sigma \hat{n}) \right) \quad (55) \]

where the second term of the right-hand side is due to the finite strain formalism using the Jaumann stress rate. \( g \) is then the eigenvector of \( A_t(\hat{n}) \) corresponding to the eigenvalue equal to zero. This condition corresponds to continuous bifurcation (plastic yielding on each side of the band). Discontinuous bifurcation (plastic yielding on one side and elastic unloading on the other side) corresponds to \( \det A_t(\hat{n}) < 0 \) (Rice, 1980, Borre' and Maier, 1989).

The localization band is schematically represented in Figure 7. The band normal, \( \hat{n} \), lies in the plane defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum \( \hat{d}_I \) and minimum eigenvalues \( \hat{d}_{III} \) of the strain rate tensor provided dilatancy is not too large (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975; Yamamoto, 1978). The angle \( \psi \) characterizes the type of failure which varies from pure opening fracture \( \psi = 0 \) to pure tangential fracture \( \psi = \pi \).

A ‘localization indicator’ can be derived from the previous analysis. It can be used to post-process simulations in order to detect areas where localization is possible (Billardon and Doghri, 1989; Besson et al., 2001c, 2003). The indicator is obtained by minimizing \( \det(A_t(\hat{n})) \) over all possible band orientations:

\[ I_b = \min_{\hat{n}, \|\hat{n}\|=1} \det(A_t(\hat{n})) \quad (56) \]

Band formation can occur as soon as \( I_b = 0 \). The band normal is given by the vector \( \hat{n} \) for which \( I_b = 0 \).

**Perturbation Analysis for Rate-Dependant Solids**

In the case of rate-dependant solids relation (52) does not hold and the previous analysis cannot be applied. In that case, the linear perturbation analysis can be applied. The method consists in analyzing, inside an homogeneous volume element, the stability of a perturbation of the displacement field. The method is fully developed in Fressengeas and Molinari (1985), Anand et al., (1987), Rousselier (1991, 1995) and Barbier et al. (1998). Localization is assumed to occur when the rate of variation of the perturbation is much larger than the rate of variation of the unperturbed solution. It can therefore be difficult to precisely determine localization as the analysis does not specify a given critical value for the ratio of both variation (perturbed and unperturbed) rates. In order to circumvent this difficulty, it was proposed to use the consistent tangent matrix, which is
defined for rate-dependant materials, together with the bifurcation analysis (Besson et al., 2001c).

Mesh Size Sensitivity and Need for a Characteristic Length

As mentioned earlier, localization of strain and damage occurs during FE calculations using constitutive equations inducing softening and eventually fracture. The purpose of this section is to illustrate this effect on a practical case study which could be used as a benchmark test. The calculations of this section are carried out with a material considered as elastoplastic. Damage is modeled using the GTN model. The material parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Calculations are carried out using quadrangular plane strain linear elements (four nodes) with full integration (four Gauss points). To avoid pressure oscillations, selective integration is used (Hughes, 1980; Simo et al., 1985) (this method is also referred to as B-bar method). The numerical test is performed on a C(T) specimen (Compact Tension) which is schematically represented in Figure 8. The initial crack tip is located at 27.5 mm from the load line. The area ahead of the crack tip where the crack will propagate is meshed with regular square elements. The zone behind the crack tip is also meshed using the same element size to allow a good description of the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD). Contact between the loading pin and the sample is not accounted for. The sample is loaded by applying a vertical displacement on the center of a wedge (light gray in Figure 8) modeled as an elastic body having the same elastic properties as the actual material. The center of the wedge is located at the center of the hole machined in the C(T) specimen. Figure 9 shows the Force versus Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD) curve for various mesh sizes (initial elements are assumed here to be square but other shapes can be used). The figure clearly illustrates the mesh size effect and the absence of convergence when mesh size is decreased.

Table 1. GTN model parameters used in the case study. These parameters can be used to model ductile fracture of 16MND5 pressure vessel steels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity</td>
<td>Young’s modulus $E=198$ GPa, $\nu=0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity</td>
<td>$R(p) = 1013 \times (p + 0.005)^{0.14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTN (void growth)</td>
<td>$q_1 = 1.5, q_2 = 1.0, f_0 = 0.0005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTN (nucleation Equation (17))</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_N = 0.1, f_N = 0.006, s_N = 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTN (coalescence Equation (16))</td>
<td>$f_c = 0.01, f_R = 0.34$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$f_0$: initial void volume fraction.
The effect of mesh size on crack initiation can be explained as follows: stress and strain gradients are very high at the crack tip. For a given applied displacement, the deformation computed for Gauss points close to the crack tip will be larger for fine meshes. This leads to an earlier initiation. The role of mesh size on crack propagation can be interpreted as follows. The mechanical work dissipated per crack increment by inelastic deformation in one FE having the dimensions $w$ (width), $b$ (thickness), and $h$ (height) is:

$$U_d = \int_{V_e} \int_{0}^{\int_{g}} (\sigma : d\varepsilon_p) dV_e$$

(57)

**Figure 8.** Dimensions of the simulated C(T) specimen (mm). The black dot represents the location of the CMOD measurement.

**Figure 9.** Simulations of C(T) specimens using different mesh sizes: Force–CMOD curves. A view of the mesh along crack growth path is also shown.
where \( V_e \) is the volume of the element and \( t_R \) the time at which the element is considered as broken. Considering that the volume of the element remains almost constant, the previous equation can be rewritten as:

\[
U_d = u_d V_e = u_d h w b
\]  

(58)

where \( u_d \) is a rupture energy per unit volume. At \( t_R \) the element is considered as broken; this correspond to a crack extension of area \( \Delta a = w b \) so that the energy dissipated per crack extension increment is equal to:

\[
\Gamma_0 = \frac{U_d}{\Delta a} = \frac{u_d h w b}{w b} = u_d h \propto h.
\]  

(59)

\( \Gamma_0 \) is interpreted as a specific ‘work of separation’ (Siegmund and Brocks, 1999). By increasing the element height, more mechanical work is dissipated. This affects, of course, the global behavior of the structure. In the present case, the relation between \( \Gamma_0 \) and the overall structural behavior is complex as large scale yielding conditions prevail. \( u_d \) depends on the local load history. In particular \( u_d \) depends on the local constraint: \( u_d \) is likely to be high for low local stress triaxiality ratios and low for high triaxialities. The dependence of \( u_d \) and therefore \( \Gamma_0 \) on the local history makes it difficult to have a direct correspondence between continuum damage models and cohesive zone models as noted in Siegmund and Brocks (1999).

**Mesh Size as a Material Parameter?**

The mesh size dependence evidenced above is not surprising and is directly related to material softening induced by damage growth. A direct consequence of this is that diminishing the mesh size does not lead to converged results. The pragmatic solution adopted to solve this problem is to consider the mesh size as a material parameter that needs to be adjusted (Rousselier, 1987; Liu et al., 1994; Ruggieri and Dodds, 1996). The need for a characteristic distance to properly model crack growth is also not surprising as this need also exists for simple uncoupled models such as the RKR model for brittle fracture (Ritchie et al., 1973) or the Rice and Tracey model for ductile fracture (Rice and Tracey, 1969; Beremin, 1981). The main problem following this approach is that mesh size has two different (and somehow conflicting) purposes: (i) geometrically represent the cracked parts, (ii) represent a material characteristic length controlling crack extension.

When using a fixed size, the selected mesh size is often related to the mean inclusion spacing \( \lambda \). The material is seen as an assembly of cells of size \( \lambda \) containing a single inclusion/void. This simple description does not account
for the cell deformation or the role of secondary inclusions which are often smaller with a smaller mean spacing. Experiments carried out on aluminum alloys (Hahn and Rosenfield 1975) and on spheroidal cast iron (Steglich and Brocks, 1998) support this interpretation. In the later case, two materials containing the same volume fraction of graphite inclusions of different sizes were compared in terms of crack growth resistance. For a fixed volume fraction the mean spacing is proportional to the particle size. The material containing the larger inclusions showed a better resistance than the other one as could be expected. Moreover, GTN parameters adjusted for the larger inclusions material could be transferred directly to the other material by changing the mesh size according to the equation: \( h_{\text{small}} = (\lambda_{\text{small}}/\lambda_{\text{large}})h_{\text{large}} \). A similar technique was used in Bron and Besson (2006) in the case of two aluminum alloys.

**Nonlocal Damage Models**

In order to solve the mesh dependency problem, so called ‘nonlocal’ models have been proposed. These models were initially proposed in the framework of elasticity (Kröner, 1967; Eringen and Edelen, 1966) and were rapidly extended in the cases of plasticity and damage. They all assume that the behavior of the material at a given material point, \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} \), does not only depend on the local values of the different state variables but also on the values of one or several variables in a domain around \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} \). The size of this domain allows introducing a material characteristic length scale independently on any mesh size. Several modeling strategies can be used to account for this neighborhood effect.

The first one relies on an integral definition of the nonlocal variable \( v_{\text{nl}} \) as (Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1988):

\[
v_{\text{nl}}(\bar{\mathbf{x}}) = \int_{\Omega(\bar{\mathbf{x}})} \Phi(\bar{\mathbf{x}}' - \bar{\mathbf{x}}) v_{l}(\bar{\mathbf{x}}')d\mathbf{x}'
\]

where \( v_{l} \) is the local variable. \( \Phi \) is a weighting function. \( \Omega(\bar{\mathbf{x}}) \) is the volume of the domain around material point \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} \) in which \( \Phi \) is not equal to 0. The previous equation should be solved implicitly within the FE method framework. This implies a complex implementation as the integration volume \( \Omega(\bar{\mathbf{x}}) \) should extend over several FE. This problem can be bypassed by explicitly incrementing the nonlocal variable after each load increment as proposed in Saanouni et al. (1989) so that

\[
v^{n+1}_{\text{nl}}(\bar{\mathbf{x}}) = v^{n}_{\text{nl}}(\bar{\mathbf{x}}) + \int_{\Omega(\bar{\mathbf{x}})} \Phi(\bar{\mathbf{x}}' - \bar{\mathbf{x}}) \Delta v_{l}(\bar{\mathbf{x}}')d\mathbf{x}'
\]
where $v_{nl}^n$ (resp. $v_{nl}^{n+1}$) is the value of the nonlocal variable at increment $n$ (resp. $n+1$). $\Delta v_{nl}^n$ is the increment of the local variable computed at increment $n$ after convergence. The numerical implementation of this simplified method is indeed much easier but convergence of the numerical procedure is not assured. This method was also employed in the case of the Gurson model by Enakoutsa et al. (2007). In that case the nonlocal variable is $\log(f)$. The explicit implementation of the nonlocal model is, in this work, consistent with the fact that $f$ is explicitly integrated.

The nonlocality can also be introduced using gradients of material variables (Aifantis, 1987; Lorentz and Andrieux, 2003). Following the developments by Peerlings et al. (1996), the following implicit differential equation can be proposed to obtain the evolution of the nonlocal variable:

$$v_{nl} - \nabla(l_c^2 \nabla v_{nl}) = v_l$$

where $l_c$ is the material characteristic length. Assuming that this quantity is constant one gets:

$$v_{nl} - l_c^2 \Delta_{nl} = v_l$$

Using the Taylor expansion of Equation (60) it can be shown that this gradient-based method is equivalent to the integral method. Its main advantage is that it is simple to implement as the nonlocal variable can be defined as a nodal variable in the FE method framework. On the other hand the explicit version of the model, which is expressed as $v_{nl} - \nabla(l_c^2 \nabla v_l) = v_l$, required the evaluation of the gradient of the Gauss point variable $v_l$ and is more difficult to implement. This method has been applied in the case of the GTN model in Reusch et al. (2003). The implicit nonlocal scheme was recently extended to anisotropic damage in composite materials considering anisotropic characteristic lengths (Germain et al., 2007). Material constitutive equations must then be complemented and written as a set of relations between $(\varepsilon, v_{nl})$ and $(\sigma, v_l)$.

Instead of relying on state variables to introduce nonlocality, it is possible to use enhanced theories (Forest and Sievert, 2006) which account for spacial derivatives of the displacement fields up to 2 as in second-gradient theories (Mindlin and Eshel, 1968). Following this theory additional degrees of freedom are introduced to represent the rotation and deformation of an underlying microstructure. The most general case is the micromorphic theory (Eringen and Suhubi, 1964) as nine additional degrees of freedom are added corresponding to a micro-deformation and a micro-rotation. Simplified versions of this generic model can then be derived. Considering volume change only, leads to a micro-dilatation theory which can be useful
in the case of ductile damage by void growth only (Bargellini et al., 2007). Considering micro-rotation only, corresponds to the Cosserat model (Cosserat and Cosserat, 2009; De Borst, 1991; Forest et al., 2000). Considering micro-rotation and micro-dilatation corresponds to the micro-stretch model (Eringen, 1990). Finally, considering micro-deformation and neglecting micro-rotation leads to the micro-strain model (Forest and Sievert, 2006).

**NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DUCTILE RUPTURE**

In order to use the above-described models in structural computations, they need to be implemented in FE softwares. In addition crack advance must be properly managed in order to avoid numerical difficulties. These points are discussed in the following.

**Implementation of the Constitutive Equations**

Constitutive equations are expressed using state variables $V$. Rate equations are given to express the evolution of these variables; they are expressed as:

\[
\dot{V} = \dot{V}(V, t, \dot{\varepsilon})
\]

where time $t$ is used to prescribe independent variables such as temperature. The previous equation can be integrated with respect to time using either an explicit adaptive scheme (i.e., Runge–Kutta method) or an implicit method (so called $\theta$-method) (see, e.g., Besson et al., 2001b; Berdin et al., 2004). The explicit implementation is straightforward. The implicit integration procedure is more complex and has been detailed in several publications (Aravas, 1987; Simo, 1987a,b; Doghri, 1995; Zhang, 1995b,a; Zhang and Niemi, 1995a; Mahnken, 1999; Kailasam et al., 2000; Besson et al., 2001c; Kim and Gao, 2005). Using an implicit integration procedure allows to easily compute the consistent tangent matrix needed to compute the elementary stiffness matrices (Simo and Taylor, 1985).

Ductile rupture is always accompanied by large deformations so that a finite strain formalism must be used when implementing constitutive equations. Specific implementations using the finite strain formalism proposed by Simo (1992) and Simo and Miehe (1992) have been used by Mahnken (1999) and Reusch et al. (2003). An easier treatment of finite strain may be obtained using generic formulations based on reference frames which allow to keep the standard small strain formulation (i.e. using an additive strain decomposition as in Equation (7)). One of those formulations
uses the corotational reference frame which is characterized by the rotation $\mathbf{Q}$ whose evolution is governed by the following differential equation (Sidoroff and Dogui, 2001):

$$
\dot{\mathbf{Q}}_c = \Omega \cdot \mathbf{Q}_c \quad \text{with} \quad \mathbf{Q}_c(t = 0) = \mathbf{1}
$$

(65)

where $\Omega$ is the skew-symmetric part of the transformation gradient rate $\mathbf{L} = \dot{\mathbf{F}} \cdot \mathbf{F}^{-1}$ where $\mathbf{F}$ is the transformation gradient. The material deformation rate is given by:

$$
\dot{\mathbf{e}} = \mathbf{Q}^T \cdot \mathbf{D} \cdot \mathbf{Q}
$$

where $\mathbf{D}$ is the symmetric part of $\mathbf{L}$. The corresponding objective stress rate is the Jaumann rate.

**Modelling Crack Growth**

Rupture of a material point corresponds to a full loss of load-carrying capacity. This implies that stresses are equal to zero whatever the deformation and that the consistent tangent matrix is also null. To prevent numerical difficulties the ‘broken’ material can be replaced by an elastic behavior with a very low Young’s modulus (Liu et al., 1994). Elements with a sufficiently high number of ‘broken’ Gauss points can then be removed from the calculation. This technique is simpler than remeshing and degrees of freedom belonging to removed elements only must be fixed. This element removal technique works relatively well as elementary nodal forces associated to nodal displacements tend to zero as damage grows.

Remeshing is also an interesting method to propagate cracks. This technique was applied by Bouchard et al. (2000) and Brokken et al. (2000) using a model without damage coupled with criteria for rupture and crack growth direction. Using history-dependent variables to describe plasticity and damage requires the transfer of these variables from the old to the new mesh (Borouchaki et al., 2005). In the case of strain localization, in particular for damage problems, it becomes difficult due to the need to preserve the localized character of the solution. During the process of transfer, the diffusion of internal variables should be limited. To achieve this goal, global projection methods on the whole domain or projections on element patches are not suitable and an element by element interpolation technique can be used (Ortiz and Quigley, 1991; Aubry et al., 2003). More recently, remeshing was applied in the case of nonlocal models (Mediavilla et al., 2006a,b).

**Parameter Identification**

Damage models introduced in the previous sections introduce numerous material parameters that need to be adjusted. The adjustment can usually not be performed using experimental results obtained on ‘volume element’
geometries (i.e., test samples where strains and stresses can be considered as uniform) as commonly done when identifying models for nondamaging plastic materials. This difficulty directly arises from the aim pursued when using damage models: simulating crack initiation and propagation. This implies that the database used to identify the model must include tests where initiation and propagation are involved.

Adjustment is performed by comparing experiments and simulations. Optimum model parameters are searched to minimize the difference. This can be done by ‘trial and error’ or automatically using an optimization program (see, e.g., (Mahnken, 1999) in the case of the GTN model). One of the difficulty, specific to the damage models, is that simulations involve crack propagation. These simulations are time consuming and very sensitive to the material parameters, which makes automatic identification difficult.

Input data for parameter fitting are indeed the macroscopic load–displacement curves obtained on various types of specimens. This includes tensile bars, compression bars, notched tensile bars, cracked specimens, plane strain specimens, Charpy specimens, etc. The material models used in the framework of the local approach are based on a physical description of the damage processes. This implies that some of the material coefficients can directly be measured on micrographs before or after failure (Grange et al., 2000a; Besson et al., 2000). Local field measurements (e.g., displacement at crack tip, CTOD, etc.) can also be used as input data. Therefore a way is provided to take into account data that can enrich the database or help in selecting the appropriate model.

CLOSURE: FLAT TO SLANT TRANSITION

To conclude this review an example is given which epitomizes the main difficulties encountered in the field of modeling and simulating ductile fracture. The example is concerned with testing of notched or precracked thin metal sheets. Fracture initiation at the notch or precrack root results from the formation of a flat triangular region (i.e., the normal to the crack corresponds to the loading direction). In this area large primary dimples are observed as shown in Figure 1. Once the initial triangle is formed, the crack tilts and becomes slanted as depicted in Figure 10 forming approximately an angle of $45^\circ$ with the loading direction. In this area, primary dimples are observed together with secondary dimples as shown in Figure 2. Figure 10 gives two examples of this phenomenon for an aluminum 2024 sheet and a X00 steel plate. Figure 11 shows a 2D X-ray synchrotron radiation tomography cross section of an interrupted Kahn tear (ASTM-B871, 2001) test carried out on a 2139 T8 aluminum sheet in the transition zone between flat and slant fracture.
The problem has been qualitatively analyzed in Bron et al., (2004) and Bron and Besson (2006) using a simplified FE simulation of the test. In slanted regions the mean stress, \( \sigma_{kk}/3 \), is small and the strain state corresponds to plane strain conditions in the propagation direction. The failure of the specimens is essentially controlled by a plastic instability.

**Figure 10.** Flat to slant transition in metal sheets. Examples are given for an aluminum alloy (type 2024) and a high-strength steel (X100).
phenomenon, that is the localization of plastic deformation into a shear band. This situation also prevails in smooth tensile specimens and slightly notched samples for which the mean stress is even smaller thus explaining the smaller enlargement of primary voids. Near the notch root of severely notched samples, the mean stress is higher which promotes void growth. In addition, the strain state strongly differs from plane strain conditions thus delaying localization (Needleman and Rice, 1978; Besson et al., 2001c). These two factors lead to internal necking between primary cavities. Shear bands are avoided and secondary dimples are not observed.

Simulation of flat to slant transition remains a difficult task. It was first performed in Mathur et al. (1996) in the case of dynamic crack growth but no attempt was made to compare results with actual tests. The transition was also modeled in Besson et al. (2001a) but matching simultaneously crack paths and load–displacement curves was not possible. More recently

Figure 11. 2D X-ray synchrotron radiation tomography cross section of an interrupted Kahn tear (ASTM-B871, 2001) test showing the transition area between flat (black arrows) and slant (white arrows) fracture (courtesy T.F. Morgeneyer/ 2139 T8 aluminum sheet).
the flat to slant transition was obtained in Xue, (2007) and Xue and Wierzbicki (2008) using an explicit FE simulation but comparison with experiments was also missing.

Flat to slant transition in sheets therefore raises several questions and outlines the needs for research efforts in the field of ductile rupture:

- Slant fracture occurs at relatively low stress triaxiality. Models such as the GTN model, are representative of damage growth a high stress triaxiality where void growth is the controlling damage mechanism. Low triaxiality rupture was recently studied (Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004; Barsoum and Faleskog, 2007a,b; Xue, 2007). In particular, it was shown that depending on the material, ductility may decrease when stress triaxiality decreases from 1/3 (pure tension) to 0 (pure shear) (Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004; Barsoum and Faleskog, 2007a). These studies also outlined the role of the Lode parameter on ductility (Xue, 2007; Zhang et al., 2001). The GTN model was recently modified to introduce a softening term depending on the Lode parameter (Nahshon and Hutchinson, 2008).

- The question of the origin of the localization band corresponding to ‘void sheeting’ can be raised. Does localization occur first so that the second population is nucleated within the band or does nucleation of a second population trigger localization. As the second cavity population associated with the ‘void sheeting’ mechanism is in most cases not seen outside of the localization band, the first explanation seems correct. However, secondary nucleation is not easy to detect so that the question remains open. Models recently proposed (Nahshon and Hutchinson, 2008; Fabrégué and Pardoen, 2008) correspond to the second hypothesis.

- As two populations are involved, the material has obviously at least two characteristic length scales. If a nonlocal model is to be used, this would imply to use two different nonlocal variables each being associated with a particular length. As the characteristic length associated to the second population is very small (about 1 μm) this would lead to huge FE simulations.

- The previous remark also clearly outlines that computational strategies have to be developed. These strategies, within the context of CDM, should meet the following requirements: (i) Calculations have to be 3D. (ii) Crack path should not be known a priori. (iii) Simulations should be mesh (size and element type) independent. (iv) Remeshing and parallel computations should be used to allow for large crack extension while keeping fine elements to properly represent crack tip fields.
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